
 
Humble Bundle (foolishly) presents the first ever  

MAD Magazine Bundle! 
 

Over $200 of magazines offered in support of Comic Book Legal Defense Fund 
 
 
San Francisco, CA, August 31, 2016 – Against its better judgment, Humble Bundle is 
partnering with “The Usual Gang of Idiots” at MAD to create the first ever MAD 
Magazine Bundle. 
 
The Humble MAD Magazine Bundle is an offer too silly to refuse!   
 
For only $1 or more, fans can expand their MAD Magazine libraries.... 35 ridiculous  
issues and a 1-year digital subscription are included in this bundle! 
 
These magazines together usually cost as much as $200.  At Humble Bundle, though, 
customers choose their price! 
 
As with all Humble Bundles, customers choose how their purchase dollars are allocated 
between the publisher and charity. The Humble Mad Magazine Bundle supports the 
Comic Book Legal Defense Fund; customers can also choose a favorite cause from our 
database of over 30,000 charities. 
 

Visit www.humblebundle.com/books/mad-magazine-bundle 
 to find out more! 

 
The Humble MAD Magazine Bundle 

will run from August 31 - September 14 at 11 a.m. Pacific Time. 
 
 
What’s included in the bundle: 
 
Pay $1 or more for MAD About Superheroes, MAD #495: Obama/Change, MAD #523: 
Obama/Spy, MAD #503: Obama (I Loved), MAD #471: George W. Bush, MAD #312: 
George H.W. Bush, MAD #435: Friends, MAD #364: Seinfeld, MAD #393: Peanuts, 
MAD Movie Classics, MAD Picks, and MAD: This is Your Brain. 
 
Pay more than the average price to also receive a 1-Year Digital Subscription to MAD 
Magazine, Intensely Dumb MAD, Totally Useless MAD, Disturbingly Awful MAD, 
Extremely Moronic MAD, MAD #535: Hillary, MAD #371: South Park, MAD #336: 
Beavis and Butt-Head, MAD #508: Justin Bieber, MAD #475: Dane Cook, and MAD 
#534: Minions. 
 
Pay $15 or more to receive the above content plus MAD #537: Trump, MAD #476: 
Trump/Rosie, MAD About Politics, MAD #532: Star Wars, MAD #521: Game of Thrones, 
MAD #512: Walking Dead, MAD Presents: Spy Vs. Spy - The Top Secret Files!, MAD 



Presents: Spy Vs. Spy - Fight to the Finish!, MAD Choice Cuts, MAD #391: Harry Potter 
Hurl, MAD #424: Harry Potter Spell, and MAD Spoofs the 90's. 
 
 
About Comic Book Legal Defense Fund 
Comic Book Legal Defense Fund is a non-profit organization protecting the freedom to 
read comics! Our work protects readers, creators, librarians, retailers, publishers, and 
educators who face the threat of censorship. We monitor legislation and challenge laws 
that would limit the First Amendment. We create resources that promote understanding 
of comics and the rights our community is guaranteed. Every day we publish news and 
information about censorship events as they happen. We are partners in the Kids’ Right 
to Read Project and Banned Books Week. Our expert legal team is available at a 
moment’s notice to respond to First Amendment emergencies. CBLDF is a lean 
organization that works hard to protect the rights that our community depends on. Please 
support our important work!    http://cbldf.org 
 
About MAD Magazine 
MAD Magazine is the best selling magazine in the world with that name. With its iconic 
gap-toothed idiot mascot, Alfred E. Neuman, disgracing the cover of each issue, MAD 
mercilessly mocks all that is mockable, which means pretty much everything, starting 
with itself. MAD promises its readers nothing and never fails to deliver.      
 
 
About Humble Bundle 
Humble Bundle sells digital content through its pay-what-you-want bundle promotions 
and the Humble Store. When purchasing a bundle, customers choose how much they 
want to pay and decide where their money goes -- between the content creators, charity, 
and Humble Bundle. Since the company's launch in 2010, Humble Bundle has raised 
more than $75 million through the support of its community for a wide range of charities, 
providing aid for people across the world. For more information, please visit 
https://www.humblebundle.com. 
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